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is also fitted with a jacuzzi. All the 

rooms have wood flooring and 

are fitted with top notch 

wooden furniture including a 

lovely work desk as well. The 

living and bedroom areas can 

also be separated using a wood 

slider that reveals a large 

dressing mirror. The bedroom 

has two large wood cupboards and 

is fitted with a locker as well. The bed 

is also huge and again in wood and an 

attached balcony allows you to soak in the 

birdsong with fresh mountain air. The 

colonial interiors also have room heaters, 

LED TV with satellite channels, 

exhaustive in-room amenities and 

complimentary high-speed internet as 

well.

While you are here, you will have a 

great time trying the varied food options. 

Executive Chef Rajan Samal has worked on 

the menu with much thought making sure 

that local food is well represented 

alongside international cuisine. The room 

tariff currently includes both breakfast 

and dinner and an extensive buffet is laid 

out at the in-house restaurant La 

Providence. The restaurant also has an 

extended outside seating where a live 

kitchen counter is open for breakfast, lunch 

and dinner with a buffet spread as well as 

an à la carte menu. The other restaurant 

here is the Bistro 1845 that is modelled on 

the lines of a French style à la carte bistro 

and bar that serves a selection of European, 

Asian and Indian cuisine. This vintage-

themed resto-bar is done up with 

handpicked accessories and will also have 

the resort’s wine cellar and has a nice, cozy 

feel with warm wood interiors and gives a 

comfortable sense of nostalgia too. An al 

fresco seating area here is the place to see 

the wonderful peach trees that dot the 

resort. At the Lobby Lounge, you can much 

on freshly baked short eats and wash it 

down with freshly brewed hot coffee. A 

must try is Chef’s eggless brownies which 

are to die for. You can also speak to the Chef 

for a cooking class and he is sure to oblige. 

The property is set in a way that there 

are several walking paths that allow you to 

enjoy the pure air of the hills. The native 

flowering blooms are a wonderful addition 

to the landscape. If you are health 

conscious, a well-equipped gym on the 

property is the place to head to or take a dip 

in the temperature-controlled pool (the 

only one in Kodaikanal). For a relaxing 

experience head to The Elevation Spa that 

offers an array of traditional Ayurvedic and 

Western treatments. Interestingly the spa 

is set up in the old resting rooms of La 

Providence and there are five fully 

equipped massage rooms including a 

couple’s treatment room with attached 

steam facilities. 

When you are here you can sign up for 

activities like trekking and sightseeing that 

is charged for additionally. Shruti Shibulal, 

CEO, Tamara Leisure Experiences Pvt. 

Ltd. explains, "The Tamara Kodai is about 

providing unique experiences to our guests 

retaining our ethos of responsible tourism 

and sustainability.” 

THE BED IS ALSO HUGE 
AND AGAIN IN WOOD AND 
AN ATTACHED BALCONY 
ALLOWS YOU TO SOAK 
IN THE BIRDSONG WITH 
FRESH MOUNTAIN AIR
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